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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a

sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
++ Bible Verses
Jhn 10:9 I am the door: by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved, and shall go
in and out, and find pasture.
Jhn 10:10 The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy: I am
come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly.
Jhn 10:11 I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd giveth his life for the
sheep.
Jhn 10:12 But he that is an hireling, and not the shepherd, whose own the sheep
are not, seeth the wolf coming, and leaveth the sheep, and fleeth: and the wolf
catcheth them, and scattereth the sheep.
Jhn 10:13 The hireling fleeth, because he is an hireling, and careth not for the
sheep.
Jhn 10:14 I am the good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of mine.
Jhn 10:15 As the Father knoweth me, even so know I the Father: and I lay down
my life for the sheep.
Eze 34:11 For thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I, even I, will both search my
sheep, and seek them out.
Eze 34:12 As a shepherd seeketh out his flock in the day that he is among his
sheep that are scattered; so will I seek out my sheep, and will deliver them out of
all places where they have been scattered in the cloudy and dark day.
SES and Serco plan to control the world--“Wet-Ware” Soft Kill Plan Is Happening,
but Can Be Stopped: Defund Them Now!
May 18, 2018 6:00--An intricate funding
source for the Deep State is now being
exposed, a British Crown-controlled
company named Serco Inc. was awarded a
$610 million contract to manage FEMA
Region 9 that covers Arizona, California,
Nevada, Hawaii and the Pacific Islands.
On Jul. 16, 2013, Obama awarded Serco a
$1.2 billion contract to run the Obamacare website.
Serco also manages the air traffic control towers in 63 U.S. airports and has been paid
more than $95 million to run the U.S. Patent and Trademark examination processes.

Who Is SERCO? Why have we not heard of them? More to the point, why are we
outsourcing critical
American infrastructure,
ingenuity and private
medical information on
every U.S. citizen to sworn
agents of the British
Crown?! Douglas Gabriel
and Michael McKibben
discuss how Serco
companies work with the
SES Deep State shadow
government to
implement 5G, and then
manage the societal
effects of their coming
mass murder program.
That’s why Serco runs
FEMA camps, owns
pathology companies,
houses migrants, owns laundries, operates prisons, provides transport and rail,
run hospitals and leisure centers, builds ships and space technology—to zap the
populace with 5G like a mosquito zapper, then handle the clean up.
Play to 20:18: https://youtu.be/-SEmtgjCk3U
Play: SERCO Owns the World | Big Brother Watch
Play to 6:33: The REAL Deep State (Senior Executive Service)
Play: Senior Executive Service Exposed
Serco Group Plc Appendix A List of Subsidiaries from their Annual Report for
2016. Companies House. Serco Group Plc SUBSIDIARIES. (Dec. 31, 2016). Annual
Report and Accounts 2016, Reg. No. 02048608. Serco. Companies House. (Raw
*.xlsx file).
Serco Group Plc’s revenue sources from their 2016 Annual Report. Companies
House. Serco Group PLC. (Dec. 31, 2016). Annual Report and Accounts 2016,
Reg. No. 02048608. Serco. (Raw *.xlsx file).

^^Read
Correlations in activities among Serco, OPIC, MCC, USAID, Crown Agents,
American Inns of Court, Five Eyes, Highlands Group, IBM Eclipse Foundation,
theft of Leader Technologies’ social networking invention, The Internet of Things,
and Richard C. Walker’s “wet-ware” patents.
U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816, re.
Fig. 40 (“World Organization”).
Incorporated by reference in
multiple Walker applications,
including U.S. Pat. App. No.
10/401,041, Fig. 2B, Automated
Accounting System That
Values Controls Records and
Bills The Uses of Equipment
Vehicles For
Society. See also Meet The
Person Who Can Remotely
Crash Planes And Can Your
Mind.

U.S. Patent No. 6,965,816, Fig. 21. See Blanket Surveillance.
Call To Action:
The citizens of the United States and
the world must call upon President
Trump and loyal American leaders to
defund the feeder systems used by
these SES corruptocrats.
Ask President Trump to write the
check to Leader Technologies for
their Miller Act Notice so they can
help implement new technologies that
respect Constitutional privacy and
property and help implement a truly
Free Press.
References:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCv0dEcvXLOf4ZFvjCahK4Lw
https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2018/05/ses-serco-wet-ware-soft-kill-planis_16.html
++ Vaccine Mandates, Strategic Social Strategy – The Gateway into the
Transhumanism Movement
What is Transhumanism? The main science mega-project of the 2045
Initiative aims to create technologies enabling the transfer of a individual’s
personality to a more advanced non-biological carrier, and extending life,
including to the point of immortality.
Eileen Dannemann of the Vaccine Liberation Army stated: “The apparent reality is
that the establishment is disabling the emerging generations of humanity,

preparing the age of transhumanism…The same industries (Artificial Intelligence,
Nanotechnology and Biotechnology) involved in vaccines are the pioneers of
Transhumanism. By destroying the functioning human system through
mandated vaccines that are disabling the emerging generations of humanity,
they are indeed paving the way for Transhumanism. What is the plan then? Are
we to exchange traditional antiquated hospitals for nano-hospitals when our
implanted mechanics fail? Why would anyone in their right minds allow these
industries to control the switch?”...
Check out the website www.2045.com (Transhumanism-Strategic Social
Strategy)
Play: 2045: A New Era for Humanity
I HIGHLY SUGGEST THAT YOU DO YOUR PART “NOW” BEFORE THE
MOMENTUM TO MANDATE VACCINES AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL GETS ANY
BIGGER…OR IT WILL BE TOO LATE.
Did You Know That Dozens of Genetically Modified Babies Have Already Been
Born? – How Will They Alter Human Species?
By Dr. Mercola--As of 2001, 30 children genetically modified children had been
born, courtesy of a process in which genes from a female donor are inserted into
a woman’s eggs before being fertilized. Two children that were later tested were
found to have DNA from three parents—two women and one man & no one really
knows what the ramifications of having DNA from three parents might be for the
individual, or for their subsequent offspring
When I first read that genetically modified humans have already been born, I could
hardly believe it. However, further research into this story featured in the UK’s Daily
Mail1 proved it to be true. They’ve really done it… they’ve created humans that nature
could never allow for, and it’s anyone’s guess as to what will happen next.
Even more shocking was the discovery that this is actually old news!
The Daily Mail article was not dated, and upon investigation, the experiments cited
actually took place over a decade ago; the study announcing their successful birth was
published in 20012.
At best, I hope I can stir you to ponder the implications of this type of genetic
engineering. As reported in the featured article:
“The disclosure that 30 healthy babies were born after a series of experiments in the
United States provoked another furious debate about ethics… Fifteen of the children
were born… as a result of one experimental program at the Institute for Reproductive
Medicine and Science of St Barnabas in New Jersey.
The babies were born to women who had problems conceiving. Extra genes from a
female donor were inserted into their eggs before they were fertilized in an
attempt to enable them to conceive.
Genetic fingerprint tests on two one-year- old children confirm that they have
inherited DNA from three adults—two women and one man.”
Today, these children are in their early teens, and while the original study claims
that this was “the first case of human germline genetic modification resulting in
normal healthy children,” later reports put such claims in dispute.

Scientists create first human-sheep hybrids - paving the way for organs to be
grown in animals for transplant
Scientists have created the first ever human-sheep hybrids, paving the way for
organs to be grown in animals which can be transplanted into humans.
The successful Stanford University project could even open the door to finding a
cure for type 1 diabetes by creating healthy pancreases to regulate blood sugar.
While scientists have previously developed human-pig hybrids, sparking
excitement that they could use them grow human organs, no team has been able
to take it to the next step.
The breakthrough could also help to alleviate the global shortage of organ
donors.
Around 76,000 people in the US and 6,500 in the UK are on an organ transplant
list, and it can take up to five years to reach the top.
Thirty-two people die a day waiting for a life-saving organ.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-5404287/Scientists-create-human-sheephybrids.html
Does the Government Own Your Organs? What You a Don't Know Can Kill You |
Dr Paul A Byrne MD
How aware and prepared are you REALLY for this: Your loved one becomes
unconscious and suddenly you find yourself pressured to consent to organ
donation, .... but what the experts are not telling you is that organs only come
from LIVING donors who are dissected alive without anesthesia?
Why is brain death not based on sound medicine?
What really happens during organ harvesting?
Why do you need to know about the "apnea test" and what it does to you or your
loved ones?
Why is only one side of the story being told?
How can you REALLY give informed consent?
What are your constitutional rights?
How is brainwashing employed to coerce donors families to feed the organ
industry?
Are you opted in by law without your consent?
What does HIPPA really do with your privacy?
Is there any way out?
What specifically can you do NOW to prepare and protect yourself and your
beloved family members?
Pioneering inventor of the Premie ICU and of Premie blood pressure systems,
and founder of the field of neonatology, Dr Paul A Byrne MD joins Reluctant
Preppers to draw back the curtain and expose the medical/industrial/government
collusion that will set your heart pounding, and send you running to warn your
loved ones! Do not miss this one! Share it with everyone you care about!
Play to 39:52: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTuqlIgCu5c
Proactive Steps to Take: Life Guardian Foundation To Protect and Preserve Life

Doctor Paul A. Byrne, neonatologist, pediatrician, President Life Guardian
Foundation that protects, preserves and defends life from its conception to its
natural end. .
Medical Card - Directions to Protect and Preserve Life
"Brain Death" - The Simple Truth
"Brain Death" - It's NOT Death!
Beyond "BRAIN DEATH" (pdf)
The US UAGA 2006 (pdf)
Choose Life - Not Death (pdf)
Excision of Vital Organs (pdf)
DO YOU WANT TO BE AN ORGAN DONOR?
ORGAN DONATION QUESTIONAIRE
MEDICAL CARD WITH INSTRUCTIONS DOWNLOAD
http://lifeguardianfoundation.org/
++ Thousands of Americans Are Dying in Hordes: A Death Surge Now Happening
“The present vast overpopulation, is now far beyond the world carrying capacity,
& cannot be answered by future reductions in the birth rate due to contraception,
sterilization, and abortion, but must be met in the present by the reduction of
numbers presently existing. This must be done by whatever means necessary.” –
Eco92 Earth Charter
“Society has no business to permit degenerates to reproduce their kind”
Theodore Roosevelt
“Depopulation should be the highest priority of U.S. foreign policy towards the
Third World.” Henry Kissinger
“A total world population of 250-300 million people, a 95% decline from present
levels, would be ideal.” Ted Turner, in an interview with Audubon magazine
It’s obvious the ruling elite have a death wish for you and me, and they will stop
at nothing until it has been fully implemented. Agenda 21 (now Agenda 2030) is
solid evidence of this sickening plan to limit population using famine, pestilence,
war, food, geoengineering, GMO’s and sterilants.
In the video below I delve into how the American population is now suffering from
the death throes of the elite. How the elite’s depopulation plan is already in place
and how our population is now declining.
Play: https://youtu.be/fgZEYOC1Y2c
Scientists Raided After Discovering Dangerous Nanoparticle Contaminants in
Common Vaccines
In an unabated attack on vaccine science and public health, two world renowned
scientists who discovered contaminants in common vaccines have recently had
their home raided and much of the documentation of their findings confiscated.
Dr. Antonietta Gatti is most known for her work in the 1990’s studying the
relationship between micro- and macro-particles in relation to diseases like
cancer, cardiovascular disease, and immune disease. Through researching
substances like depleted uranium, waste incineration, and inorganic
contaminants in food products, she has been involved in many international

projects and also heads the Italian Institute of Technology’s Project of
Nanoecotoxicology (INESE).
However, after publishing a study on nanoparticulate contaminants in vaccines,
Gatti and her husband Dr. Stefano
Montanari came under the eye of the
several government authorities and
ended up having their home raided by
the Italian police.
“Because Gatti and Montanari had taken
their research of nanodust
and nanoparticles…to what unseen
contamination might reside in vaccines
in 2016, they came under the
microscope of the United States,
European, and Italian authorities…They had crossed the no-go zone with the
purported crime being scientific research and discovery.” – James Grundvig,
World Mercury Project
Dr. Gatti’s findings are extremely significant when it comes to vaccine safety
research. In her study titled New Quality-Control Investigations on Vaccines:
Micro- and Nanocontamination, she exposes the fact that many inorganic
adjuvants are contained within vaccines; when injected directly into tissue the
particles become even more dangerous because they bypass normal digestive
and respiratory filters, trapping the particles in the tissue and sometimes
resulting in a permanent inflammatory effect.
Additionally, In 2009 CBS reported on several frightening emails from vaccine
manufacturer Merck which referenced a desire to “neutralize,” “destroy,” or
“discredit” doctors who opposed their interests in the late 1990’s.
According to Senta Depuydt, the journalist who interviewed the two scientists, Dr.
Gatti was about to testify in Italian parliament on the dangers of these foreign
particles found to be contaminants in vaccines before her home was raided.
Play to 3:26: Mandatory Vaccine Horror! Nurse Spills Beans!
Doctor Who Discovered Cancer Enzymes In Vaccines Found Murdered
Prominent autism specialist, Dr. James Jeffrey Bradstreet, was researching
cancer enzymes prior to his death in July 2015.
His body was discovered floating in a North Carolina river with a single gunshot
injury to the chest.
Suspicions swirled that the medical professional may have been killed as an
outcome of his groundbreaking research study.
Bradstreet and his colleagues had actually found that the immune system is
being jeopardized by nagalase cancer enzymes
Dr. Bradstreet’s research found that these cancer enzymes are being introduced
through vaccines.
Doctor Bradstreet was working with a naturally occurring substance that may be
the single most efficient thing in the immune system for eliminating cancer cells.

Nagalase interferes with an important protein in the body that eliminates cancer
cells, discussed Dr. Ted Broer in an interview on the Hagmann and Hagmann
Report.
This brand-new development treatment, which you can discover more about in
the video below, consists of the human protein GcMAF (globulin part
macrophage triggering aspect).
GcMAF in fact triggers macrophages that are currently current within the human
body, and in turn, causes the body to damage cancer cells.
As the body produces this compound naturally, lots of cancer clients cannot
produce enough necessary to ward off the illness.
Thankfully, when administered GcMAF, the body’s immune system can become
more powerful and can fight cancer by itself, without more invasive treatments
like radiation or chemotherapy.
http://woked.co/doctors-cancer-enzymes-vaccinesmurdered/?utm_source=Woked&utm
CBS: Nurses hit the street to vaccinate homeless with flu shot
From the article:
“On a drizzly Friday, an IHS outreach team walked the streets of Waikiki looking
for people to vaccinate.
‘Would you be interested in a flu vaccine?’ said Justin Phillips asked a homeless
person. (SIC)
The traveling clinic was a first — so it wasn’t clear how many people would
accept the vaccination.
Turned out, the majority of people who were offered the shot agreed to get one. In
the first hour, outreach nurses went through half of their supply.” 1
But it’s not just happening in the Aloha state. Big cities like Atlanta are
vaccinating the homeless, too.2
Bombshell: All tested vaccines reveal toxic substances linked to autoimmune
disease
Tetanus Vaccine Causes a New Disease Known as Antiphospholipid Syndrome
Stunning finding reveals autism is highest in areas with the highest vaccination
rates BOMBSHELL discovery: The brain tissue of autistic people saturated with
aluminum and lab verified
Court ruling confirms Gardasil vaccine kills people… scientific evidence beyond
any doubt… so where is the outcry?
Man Crippled by Flu Shot and "Life Ruined Forever" Speaks Out About His
Experience with the Vaccine Court
Harvard Doctor Admits He’s Terrified Of Big Pharma ...
America's Vaccine Civil War: Baylor Doctor Attacks Mothers of Vaccine Damaged
Children in Attempt to Silence Them
Teen Girl Develops Leukemia After Gardasil Vaccine - Life Back to Near Normal
After Mother Gives Her Cannabis Oil
U.S. Government Continues to Pay Out Millions to Victims Injured by the Flu Shot
"Online False Information" Bill Aims To Stop ALL Info That Opposes The Official

Vaccination Story
Court ruling confirms Gardasil vaccine kills people… scientific evidence beyond
any doubt… so where is the outcry?
California state senator who pushed vaccine mandate now seeks to CRIMINALIZE
“fake news” about medicine, politics and government
Federal Agencies and Public Health Experts Refuse to Declare Autism a National
Health Crisis
Ex Pharmaceutical Rep 'they are the ones killing you ...
The Aluminum Autism Link A new study shows newborns are injected with 17
times the allowable level of aluminum--Action Alert!
Dangers of Aluminum: Excerpt from Manufactured Crisis
The Amish, Who Don't Get Vaccinated, Rarely Get Autism, Cancer or Heart
Disease - Coincidence?
Vaccine Injury Payouts: Taxpayers on the Hook for over $3.8 Billion as Vaccine
Makers Rake in Profits
CDC Scandal: Committee that Withdrew Recommendation for Nasal Flu Vaccine
Now Recommends it to Experiment on American Public
Vaccine Injury & Death Stories
Find A Vaccine Free Doctor and Vaccine Exemption Info
Action Alert: Trump Administration WANTS YOUR INPUT to SMASH VACCINE
MANDATES!
America's War on Religious and Conscientious Objections to Mandatory
Vaccines
2-month old Dies 48 hours After 8 Vaccines: Owen's Mom Speaks Out
Medical Doctor: Repeated Vaccines has Exploded into Travesty of Forced
Contamination of our Children
Flu vaccine BOMBSHELL: 630% more “aerosolized flu virus particles” emitted by
people who received flu shots… flu vaccines actually SPREAD the flu
More young people being seriously afflicted with hallucinations and self-abuse
after taking TAMIFLU … why won’t the FDA recall the dangerous drug?
Vaccine industry in PANIC MODE as *vaccinated* children keep dying from the flu
all across America
Warns 30 Million People Will Die Mysterious ‘Weaponized’ Virus Sweeps World
(Bill Gates: Bioterrorism Could Kill More Than Nuclear War)
Kidney doctor who sounded the alarm on vaccine damage was targeted for
murder when the brake lines of her vehicle were secretly clamped
Pharma Co Has License Suspended as Vaccine Blamed For Sterilization of
500,000 Women & Children Railia Odinga, who swore himself in a president of Kenya
this week has claimed their tests prove the government's tetanus vaccine has sterilized
hundreds of thousands of women and children.
Mass Sterilization of Millions of African Girls through Tetanus Vaccine Scandal
Broadens as Kenyan Laboratory Attacked
Vaccine Damage Is Now A Global Pandemic Adverse reactions to vaccines are
occurring worldwide
Receive the Flu Vaccine or Lose Your Job: Minnesota Doctors and Nurses
Choose to Lose Job to Avoid Flu Shot

Pilots Would Rather Leave the Military than be Forced to get Anthrax Vaccine
Have Failed Vaccination Programs Caused the U.S. to Lead All Industrialized
Nations in Infant Mortality Rates?
Vaccine Refusal Increasingly Being Linked to Medical Kidnapping - Violation of
Civil Rights
Most Vaccines Contain Cancer-Causing Ingredients, But What More…?
Vaccine Maker Warns Dengue Fever Vaccine Can Cause Severe Dengue Fever
Over half a million vaccinated schoolchildren at risk
NOW IT’S OFFICIAL: FDA Announced That Vaccines Are Causing Autism!
Study: Record Levels of Aluminum Found in Autistic Children Brain Tissue
Teen Girls and Boys Are Now Expendable: How the HPV Vaccine Has Destroyed
Young Lives (Full Documentary)
Tennessee Mom of Premature Twins Who Refused Vaccines is Arrested and
Jailed
Informed Consent: Why mandatory vaccines are a blatant violation of medical
ethics and fundamental human rights
BOMBSHELL science paper documents the depopulation chemical covertly
spiked into vaccines
Harvard Immunologist to Legislators: Unvaccinated Children Pose ZERO Risk to
Anyone
Vaccine overload disorder is sweeping the nation while MDs are calling it
anything but what it really is
New CDC Guidelines: 5 Year-Olds Can Receive up to 19 Vaccinations in One
Month
CDC Doubles Down on HPV Vaccine The government agency is now telling adult
women to get these multiple jabs. Action Alert!
The medical police state has arrived in California: Mother threatened with
ARREST for refusing to vaccinate her children Vaccine court confirms healthy 13 year-old boy was made tetraplegic by the
chicken pox vaccine
Facts About the Gardasil Vaccine: Teens Don't Get Cervical Cancer
Dr. Brownstein: New Shingrix Vaccine for Shingles Fails 97% of Time
Thousands damaged by shingles vaccine are trying to sue Merck
55 Organizations Representing 5 Million Serve Legal Notice to HHS for Failure to
Conduct Vaccine Safety Tests: Civil Action to Follow?
Retired Medical Doctor Exposes Deceptive Statistics Used to Justify Billion Dollar
Flu Vaccine and Drug Market

